
Instant Hot Water Dispenser Training 
 

Instant Hot Water Dispensers have been referred to by consumers as the “next 

necessity”. This is because of the large number of benefits they provide. Instant hot 

water dispensers provide near boiling water at a moment’s notice. With a hot water 

dispenser you can instantly:  

 Make coffee, tea, hot cider, hot chocolate or any hot drink.  

 Cook pasta al dente, blanch vegetables, melt chocolate, thaw frozen foods, 

serve hot cereals; loosen jar lids, and remove labels, candle wax residue, 

baked-on foods or tomato skins.  

There are many brands of hot water dispensers. This flyer is primarily concerned with 

In-Sinkerater dispensers.  

 

Components of an Instant Hot Water Dispenser: 
 

There are two main components to a hot water dispenser the tank and the dispenser. 

 

Hot Water Tank: 

 Can be mounted inside the cabinet under the kitchen sink. 

 Taps into the cold water supply line to refill lost water. 

 Can heat cold water anywhere from 160 to 210 degrees Fahrenheit 

depending on user’s preference. 

 Can hold up to two-thirds of a gallon of water in the tank at any given 

time and can provide 60-100 cups of near boiling water per hour. 

 It has an average annual energy consumption that is less than that of a 

40 Watt incandescent light bulb. 

 Air is released through the dispenser to keep tank pressure at safe 

levels. 

 

 

 

Hot Water Dispenser: 

 Numerous styles for aesthetic pleasure. 

 Can be a hot only or hot and  dispenser.  cold

 All dispensers have handles that are snapback which means that the 

water only flows when the handle is pushed back. Once the handle is 

released it snaps back to its original position and turns the dispenser 

off.  

 

 



 In-Sinkerator offers many styles and finishes of Dispenser to match any decor: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ideal Setup of a Hot Water Dispenser: 
 

A hot water dispenser is a point of use install. This is almost 

always installed at the kitchen sink. The tank goes below the 

counter and the faucet is mounted beside the sink.  

Since the water from a hot water dispenser is almost always for 

consumption or food preparation home owners can install a 

point of use carbon filter on the supply line before the water 

enters the dispenser. This will help filter down the water to .5 

micron and ensure clean water. (See the Carbon Filter Training 

for more information). 

A power supply under the sink will also be needed to power the 

hot water tank.  

 

 

What we stock and how to find it for IN-SINK-ERATOR 

Shortcut Description 

HOT1                (1yr warranty) HOT1 HOT WATER DISP 

HWAVESNSS    (3yr warranty) H-WAVE HOT WATER DISP SN   

HWAVECSS       (3yr warranty) H-WAVE HOT WATER DISP CH     

H-CLASSIC-SS   (3yr warranty) H-CLASSIC-SS WATER DISPENSER 

GN100SN          (5yr warranty) ISE GN1000 HOT WATER DISP SN 

HWTF1000S     (3yr warranty) HWTF1000S TANK SYSTEM ONLY 
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We also stock a Waste King model 

 
Shortcut Description 

WKAH1300CUL AH-1300-C-UL HOT WATER DISP 

 

 

 

  

Further Education & Next Steps:  
 
The first step is to learn more and the second is to start bringing these up with our customers.  
 
In-Sinkerator offers courses on their Hot Water Dispensers as well as other products they offer. At the end of each class 
is a quiz over the video.   
 
Successful completion of quizzes will earn you “blue dollars” towards rewards at Amazon, Cabela’s and other stores.  
 
https://go.bluevolt.com/InSinkErator/CourseDetail/InSinkErator-Hot-Water-101/62348# 
 
 
 
 

 
 

https://go.bluevolt.com/InSinkErator/CourseDetail/InSinkErator-Hot-Water-101/62348%23

